I, Nripendra Nath Medhi, Asst. Professor, Department of Commerce, Paschim Guwahati Mahavidyalaya conducting a personal interview for my academic pursuit to obtain the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Ph. D) under Gauhati University, Guwahati-781014 on the topic "A Study on Revenue Receipts and Expenditures of the Government of Assam". Your opinion in this regard is highly solicited. I assure you and confirm that the information shared by you will be utilized only on my study and will not be disclosed to any other third party.

QUESTIONNAIRE / SCHEDULE FOR DIRECTOR / ADDITIONAL DIRECTOR / SECRETARY:

Water Supply and Sanitation (15) Soil and water conservation (16) Labour and Employment and (17) Rural Development

a) Name of the Officer : 

b) Designation : 

d) Department : 

d) Location : 

Questions: (Tick □ in appropriate box)

1. What is the basis of your present budget estimate?

   a) Previous Year Records

   b) New Planning and Innovation

   c) Any Other

2. Whether the enhancement in budget estimate is very casual or judicious?

   a) Very Casual

   b) Judicious

   c) Not Sure
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3. Whether the financial resources received by your department as per budgeted grant in time or lately?
   a) In Time
   b) Lately
   c) Not Sure

4. What is the reason for inadequate utilization of the budgeted grant in your department?
   a) Lack of Co-ordination
   b) In efficiency of the Officials
   c) Longevity in Official Procedure

5. Is the Budgetary Grant allocated to your department sufficient?
   a) Sufficient
   b) Insufficient
   c) Not Sure
6. Whether the expenditures are incurred appropriately in all schemes?

a) Yes

b) No

c) Not Sure